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Abst rac t - -We study a defect correction method for a viscoelastic fluid flow obeying an Oldroyd-B 
type constitutive law. In the defect step, the constitutive equation is computed with the artificially 
reduced Weissenberg parameter for stability, and the residual is taken care of in the correction step. 
We show the convergence of the defect correction method and derive an error estimate. © 2004 
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider a defect correction method for a viscoelastic fluid flow obeying an 
Oldroyd-B type constitutive law. Defect correction techniques have been successfully applied to  
various problems uch as convection-diffusion problems [1,2] and the Navier-Stokes equations [3,4]. 
The methods tudied in [3] and [4] were developed especially for the Navier-Stokes equations with 
higtl Reynolds numbers. It is well known that as the Reynolds number increases, a mesh grid needs 
to be refined in order to obtain a reliable numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. The 
defect correction method improves accuracy of a numerical solution by using an efficient stable 
operator without refinement of a mesh grid. In [4] the artificial viscosity term is added to  the  
Reynolds number in the defect step as a stability factor; in the correction step, the residual is 
taken care of using a linear stable operator. 
A similar stabilization technique can be used in viscoelastic flow simulations. It has been 
reported by many authors (for instance, [5-7]) that difficulties associated with approximating a 
solution of the viscoelastic flow problem arise as the Weissenberg number is increased. In fact, all 
difficulties in simulating high Reynolds number flow exist also for the high Weissenberg number 
viscoelastic flows [8]. In viscoelastic flow simulations, the main difficulty is associated with stress 
boundary layers, which are led by a sharp transition in stress behavior close to the domain wall. 
This is somewhat different from the case of high Reynolds number flows since the boundary layers 
observed in Newtonian flows are features of the velocity. Renardy et al. [9] derived the equations 
of stress boundary layer as a function of the Weissenberg number. This result is very informative 
in the sense that, on a given mesh, one may be able to determine the suitable Weissenberg 
numbers which can be used for stable approximation. 
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From the computational point of view, the most common difficulty is failure of convergence 
of an iteration scheme (nonlinear solver). It has been one of the main interests in viscoelastic 
flow simulations to study a maximum attainable value of Weissenberg number for which an 
iteration scheme loses convergence beyond the value. The maximum values obtained by various 
iteration schemes are found in [5,10,11] and I7] for different ypes of problem setting. It was 
also reported [11] that mesh refinement to capture the steep stress boundary layers increases the 
maximum value in some problems. It is shown in [6] that the maximum value is determined by 
the relative refinement in the cross-stream to streamwise directions. However, Keunings [7] shows 
that the maximum attainable Weissenberg number decreases with mesh refinement for the 4 to 1 
contraction problem, and this is also confirmed in [10] for the stick-slip problem. 
The basic idea of defect correction method proposed in this article is as follows. We replace an 
unstable operator caused by the high Weissenberg number by a relatively stable operator using 
a reduced Weissenberg number. The stable operator is used for an initial approximation to the 
solution. 
In this defect step, the Weissenberg number is reduced artificially by using a mesh dependent 
parameter to obtain better convergence of an iteration scheme. Then, in a correction step, the 
initial approximation is improved using the residual; a linear problem of the modified Picard-type 
is solved to obtain a corrected solution. 
This paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section, we introduce the model 
equations, some notation that will be used throughout he paper, and a weak formulation of 
the model equations. In Section 2, a finite-element approximation for the model problem is 
described. In Section 3, the defect correction algorithm is presented and existence results are 
discussed. Then an error estimate for the defect correction method is derived in Section 4. 
Let ~2 be a bounded domain in ~2 with the Lipschitz continuous boundary F. Consider the 
Oldroyd-B problem 
a+A(u .V)o '+Aga(er ,Vu) '2ad(u)=O,  inf , ,  
-V .c r -  2(1 - a )V .  d(u) +Vp = f, in f~, 
div u = 0, in ~, 





where a denotes the polymeric stress tensor, u the velocity vector, p the pressure of fluid, and A is 
the Weissenberg number defined as the product of the relaxation time and a characteristic strain 
rate. Assume that p has zero mean value over ~. In (1.1) and (1.2), d(u) :-- (Vu + VuT)/2 is 
the rate of the strain tensor, a a number such that 0 < a < 1 which may be considered as the 
fraction of viscoelastic viscosity, and f the body force. In (1.1), ga(cr, Vu) is defined by 
1 + a (Vua  + aVu T) 1 - a (aVu  + VuTo ") 7 ga(a, Vu) := T - ' (1.5) 
fo rae  [-1,11 .
We use the Sobolev spaces Wm,V(D) with norms I1" IIm,p,D i fp < OO, Ii' IIm,oo,D i fp = OO. We 
denote the Sobolev space W m,2 by H m with the norm It • llrn. The corresponding space of vector- 
valued or tensor-valued functions is denoted by H m. If D = ~, D is omitted, i.e., (., .) = (., .)~ 
and H" I[ = H" 1[~' 
Existence of a solution to the problem (1.1)-(1.4) has been documented by Renardy [12] with 
the small data condition: if f is sufficiently regular and small, problem (1.1)-(1.4) admits a unique 
bounded solution (u, a ,p)  E H3(f~) × I-I2(~) x H2(f~). 
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Next, we define the function spaces for the velocity u, the pressure p, and the stress ~r, respec- 
tiw,ly, 
H01($2) := {v 6 Hi(Q) : v = 0 on F}, 
L2(~) := (q 6 L2(~) :~ qd~ =O}, 
:=  n {.  = ,-,j = u .  w c Vu c 
The corresponding weak formulation of (1.1)-(1.4) is then obtained in the standard manner. Tak- 
ing the inner product of (1.1)-(1.3) with stress, velocity, and pressure test functions, respectively, 
we obtain 
(er, v) + A(u. V)~r, ~') + A(g~(~r, Vu), ~') - 2a(d(u), r) = 0, 
(a, d(v)) + 2(1 - a)(d(u), d(v)) - (p, V- v) = (f, v), 
(q,V- u) = 0, 
Vr  E ~, (1.6) 
Vv E H~(~2), (1.7) 
Vq 6 L2(~). (1.8) 
We introduce the weak divergence free space 
V= {v6Hl(~): / qdivvdf~=O, Vq6L~(f~)) (1.9) 
to simplify our analysis. Using the weak divergence free space, the weak formulation (1.6)-(1.8) 
is equivalent to 
(a , r )  + A(u. V)cr, ~') + A(g~(~r, ~Yu), ~-) - 2a(d(u),v) = 0, 
(~r, d(v)) + 2(1 - a)(d(u), d(v)) = (f, v), 
VT- c ~, (1.10) 
Vv a V. (1.11) 
In the following finite-element analysis we use the bilinear form A defined on ~ x V by: 
A((~r, u), (r, v)) := (~, r)  - 2a(d(u), v) + 2a(~, d(v)) + 4a(1 - a) (d(u), d(v)). (1.12) 
The following lemma shows continuity and coercivity of A, which will be used to obtain an error 
estimate in Section 4. 
LEMMA 1.1. The bilinear form A defined in (1.12) is continuous and coercive. 
PROOF. 
Also, 
A((a, u), (r,v)) _< II~l[ollrllo + 2~WulloltTIEo + 2~llcTIIoWvllo 
+ 4a(1 - ~)llVurlollVvllo 
< C(ll,~llo + IlVullo)(ll~-IIo + Wvllo) 
_< Cv/llo-IIo 2 + tlVullo2v/llTIIo 2 + tlVvllo 2
<- ClI(~, U)II(L~(~))~×~×I-I~o(~)II(r, V)It(L~(~))~×~×I-I'o(n). 
A((a, u), (a, u)) = Ilo-I[ 2 + 4~(1  - ~) l ld (u ) l l o  2 
u 2 _> cIl(a, )II(L~(~))~×~×Ho~(~) 
by the second Korn's inequality. 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
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2. F IN ITE-ELEMENT APPROXIMATION 
Suppose ~ is a polygonal domain and Th is a triangulation o f~ such that ~ = {UK : K • Th}. 
Assume that there exist positive constants cl, c2 such that 
clh <_ hK ~_ C2PK, 
where hK is the diameter of K, PK is the diameter of the greatest ball included in K, and 
h = maxgeTh g. 
Due to the hyperbolic nature of the constitutive equation, astabilization technique isneeded for 
finite-element simulation of viscoelastic flows. Streamline upwinding [13,14] and the discontinuous 
Galerkin method [t5,16] are the commonly used discretization techniques to handle this problem. 
For our defect correction method, we use the discontinuous Galerkin method for approximating 
the stress. 
Let Pk(K) denote the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to k on K • Th. Then 
we define finite-element spaces for the approximate of (u, p) 
X h := {v • H~(f~)c) (C O ((~))2 : v[ K E P~(K) 2, V K • Th}, 
sh := {q • L2(a) AC° (~) : qlK • PI(K), V K • Th } , 
v h := {v • xh :  (q ,v .  v) : 0, Vq • s~}.  
The stress a is approximated in the discontinuous finite-element space of piecewise linears 
x h : :  {r  e :~: r l~ • PI(K) 2×2, VK E Th}. 
The finite-element spaces defined above satisfy the standard approximation properties (see [17] 
or [18]), i.e., there exist an integer k and a constant C such that 
inf I[v - vh[I 1 _< Ch2[[vl[3, Vv E H3(f~), (2.1) 
v~,EX h 
inf [Iq - qhl[ 0 < Ch2[Iq[12, gq • H2(~), (2.2) 
quESt, 
and 
inf lIT - rh[Io _< Ch2H~'[12, Vr  e H2(•). (2.3) 
~-hE~h 
It is also well known that the Taylor-Hood pair (X h, S h) satisfies the inf-sup (or LBB) condition, 
(qh, • . V h)  
inf sup > C, (2.4) 
0~qh~Sh o~v.~x. Ilvhlll llqhito - 
where C is a positive constant independent of h. 
Below we introduce some notation used in [15] in order to analyze an approximate solution by 
the discontinuous Galerkin method. We define 
OK-(u) := {x e OK, u.n  < 0}, 
where OK is the boundary of K and n is outward unit normal, and 
~-±(u) := lim ",'(x + ~u(x)). 
e.--+0 ±
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We also define 
(~, ~)~ := ~ (-, ~)~, 
K eTh 
- )h,°:= E 
KeTu K -  (u) 
<. .+>h.o  : :  . 
Ilrllo,r. :=  Irl~),oK , 
(ae(u) , r+(u) )  In' ul ds, 
for cr, r E l~KeTh(L2(K)) 2×2, and 
H~Hm,p,h := I Im,p,K 
for ~ E yIKeTh(Wra'P(K)) 2×2, i fp < oo. 
We introduce the operator B h on X h x y h x E h defined by 
l ( v  uh~. , . . )+(~h+ ~h- .h+\  . (2.5) Bh( uh'~h' 'h):= (("h'V)~h''h)h+~ -- ' th,., ,  
NolLe that the second term vanishes when ~7- u k = 0. This extra term is used to obtain coercivity 
of }3 h. Using integration by parts, B h may be written as 
1 (V . .h<~h)  + (~h- .h -  _ .h+$ . (2.6) ~h ( .h ,~h,~h)=_( (u~.V)~h,~h)h_  ~ ' .,,.h 
Combining (2.5) and (2.6), we obtain 
1 (~"+ - ~-~ > o. (2.7) l (ah+--qh-,o'h+--o'h-)h,u, = " ~ 
The discontinuous Galerkin finite-element approximation of (1.6)-(1.8) is then as follows: find 
u hEx  h ,phES h,a  bEE  h such that 
((rh,~.h) + ,kB h (uh, qh, rh) + ~ (g~ (cr h, Vu h) ,~.h) 
-2~(d(uh),~h)=0, v-,-'~c:~ h, (2s) 
(~h,d(va))+2(1--a) (d(uh),d(vh))--(ph, V .vh)=( f ,  vh), VvhEX h, (2.0) 
(qh, V .u  h) =0,  Vq h e S h. (2.10) 
Existence of a solution to the discrete problem (2.8)-(2.10) is proved in [15] under the assump- 
tion that the continuous problem (1.1)-(1.4) admits a bounded solution (u, er,p) E H3(£) x 
H2(~) x H2(fl). The following error estimates are also derived there: 
[1" - ~hll0 + Ilv (u -  uh)ll0 < Ch~/~, (2.11) 
lip-philo ~- Ch~/=, (2.12) 
for some C > 0. Notice that, in view of (2.4), (2.8)-(2.10) is equivalent to: find U h e V h and 
0 "h E ~-~h such that 
(~., ~h) + ~B" (uh, ~ ,  ~ h) + ~(go (~h, Vuh),~h) 
--2a(d(uh),'rh) =o, V'rh e E h, (2.13) 
(erh,d(vh))+2(i--a) (d(u h) ,d (vh) )  = (f, vh) ,  Vv hEV h. (2.14) 
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Using the bilinear form A defined by (1.12), (2.13) and (2.14) can equivalently be written as 
A ((~h, uh),  (~h, vh)) + AB ~ (uh,~ ~, rh) 
+~ (go (~,  Vu~),.~) = 2~ (f, v~), v (~h, v ~) ~ r~ × v ~ (2.15) 
We finish this section with some inverse estimates and approximation properties (see [17] 
or [18]), which will be used to derive the error estimate in Section 4. For u h E V h and O "h E ~-]h, 
Iluhll~ _< ch-~/~ Iluhllo,~, 
I t~l l~ ~ Ch-' II~hllo, 





Let h h X h E h S h satisfy (Uo,O'o,Po h) E x x 
(~0 ~,.~) + (~ - ~h~/~) B~ (.o", ~o ~, .~) + A (9° (~o", Vu0 ~) 
-2~ (d(uo ~ ) 
((rh,d (vh)) + 2(1 -- a) (d (u h) ,d (vh)) -- (ph, V 
(qh, V 
Then the defects h h R2(u h, h h Rl(Uo,~ro) , ~r0,Po), and R3(uo h) for 
respectively, are defined by 
, r h) 
,./.h) : 0, V7 "h E E h, 
• v~) = ( f ,~) ,  vv  ~ ~ x ~, 
• ~)  = o, Vq h e s h. 
equations (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10), 
(R1 (Uo~, ~o"),-~) := - (~0 ~, .~) - as  ~ (Uo~, ~0 ~, -~) - a (go (-o ~, VUo~),-~) 
+ 24 (d (Uo~),.~), 
(R 2 h h := _ _ (Uo,~o,po~),. h) (f,v~) (~o~,d(v~)) - 2(1 ~) (e(Uo ~),d(vo~)) 
+ (po ~, V. v~), 




]lwhllo,2,~ < oh- '  I]~11o .
The following local inverse inequality [19, Section 4.6.1]: 
2 p2 
IIo'llO,OK -< C~-~ llatt~),g (2.20) 
will be also used to bound the jump term of B h, where PK denotes the polynomial degree on 
mesh element K, and hi,: the local mesh parameter. 
If &u c ~--]h is the orthogonal projection of er on T h in E, ~h C: S h the othogonal projection of 
p E Lo2(gt), and fih E V h is defined by 
(v (u -  0~), Vv ~) : o, Vv ~ ~ v ~, (2.21) 
then we have the following standard results: for u c H3(Ft), p c H2(~t), and a E H2(gt) 
IIv (u -  ~)l lo -< Ch~llull3, (2.22) 
I I~- ~hllo + hl iv (~-  ~h)l[o -< Ch21lalie, (2.23) 
I],~ - ~hl[o,r~ _< Ch3/211~112, (2.24) 
l ip- ~hllo -< Ch~llPll2, <2.25) 
where F h = {UOK, K ~ Th} \ F. 
3. DEFECT CORRECTION METHOD 
Our defect correction method is derived in the following way. First we consider the nonlinear 
problem (2.8)-(2.10) with A replaced by A - Kh 3/2, where K is chosen so that A - Kh 3/2 > O. 
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We let the error or correction (eho, ~h 0 ,pho) e X h X ~h X S h satisfy the linear problem 
(Uo,~o,~h) 2~ (~o~,~h) + (~_  Kh3/2) 8h h h _ (~(Eo ~) ~) 
= (R1 (uh, ~0 h) ,'rh) , V~ "h E E h, (3.4) 
(~0td (vh)) + 2(1 - ~) (~ (~o ~) ,~ (v~)) - (p0t v v~) 
= (Uo,~o,po),V~), w ~•xh,  (R2 h h h (3.5) 
(qh,V.e h) = (Ra(uh),qh), Vq h • S h. (3.6) 
We expect h h h (U l ,a l  ,Pl)  := (Uo h+eO,aoh h +~o,poh h+ph) to be a better approximation to (uh ,ah ,p  h) 
than h h h (U0, a0 ,Po)" Note that combining (3.1)-(3.3) with (3.4)-(3.6), (u h, erh,p~) satisfies 
(~, ~) + (~ - I<~3/~) B~ (.o~, ~,  ~ h) - 2~ (d (~) ,~)  
=_~(g~(~"o,VU~),:~)-Kh~/~Bh(U~o,~"o,:~), V " • r~, 
(~L~( .~) )+2( i -~) (~(u~) ,~(v~) ) - (p~,Vv~)=( f ,v~) ,  Vv~•X ~, 
(qh,V.u~) = 0, Vq~ • s h 
In general, the algorithm is described as follows. 
ALGORITHM 3.1. (Defect-correction method.) 
STEP 1. Solve the defected problem: find u0 h E X h, ph • S h, erho • ~-]h such that 
h h (~, ~-~) + (~ _ Kh~/2) B~ (Uo, ~o, ~~) + ~ (go (~,  W,o~), ~") 
-2 .  (~ (~o~),~ ) =o,  v~-" • ~"~ 
(~o~,d(~) )+2(1-~)  (~( .o~) ,~(v" ) ) - (po~,V .~)=( f ,~" ) ,  v~ h•x  ~, 
(qt v .  u0 h) = 0, vq ~ • s t  
where K > 0 is chosen so that A - Kh 3/2 > O. 
STEP 2. For i --~ 0, 1,2 , . . . ,  solve the linear problem for the correction: find ui+lh • X h, 
h ]Dh p¢+~ • S h, ~rh+l • such that 
(~ ,  ~h) + (~- s<h~-) ,~  (u,~, ~ ~,+~,  - 2~ (d (u~+,), ~) 
=--~(~o(~,~,W~),¢")--K~'Bh(uL~5¢h), V "•S~, 
(~h~,~(v~) )+~(1-~) (~ ~ ~ (f,v~) (u,+~),~(v~)) v~) = , Vv~ • - (p +~, V. X h, 
(qh, V-Uh+l ) ----0, VqheS h. 
Fbr the error estimation in the next lemma we introduce the bound 
U := max {Hull3, []~rlJ2, tiP[[2 ][u'][3, []#[]2} , 
where (fi, ~) • Ha(~)  x H2(f~) is an exact solution of (1.1)-(1.4) with A replaced by A - Kh ~/~. 
The constant, CM, in the next lemma is an imbedding constant [17] such that 
Hvll0,4 < CMllVvll0,2, Vv • H~(~), (3.7) 
Ilvllo,oo <_ CMllvJlz,2, Vv • Ha(~t). (3.8) 
Note that (3.7) is obtained by the imbedding of H ~ in L 4 and Poincar~-Friedrichs inequality. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Step 1 of Algorithm 3.1 admits a solution (uo,h qo,h ph) E X h X E h X S h. If we 
assume that 
{ 3 8a(1 -  a) } 
M<min  2(A-Kh  3/2) (CM 2+24CM) '  (A -Kh  3/2) (CM 2+8CM)  ' 
then there exists a constant C, independent of h, such that 
l i~-  -0~ll0 + llv (u-u0") II0 -< ch  3/~. (3.9) 
PROOF. Existence of a solution follows from [15]. For a proof of the error estimate, see the 
Appendix. | 
u h h h cri+],pi+l ) for i = O, 1 , . . .  LEMMA 3.3. Step 2 of Algorithm 3.1 admits a unique solution ( i+1, 
PROOF. Existence of a solution is proved by the Lax-Milgram theorem. See [15] for details. ] 
4. ERROR EST IMATE 
In this section, we derive an error estimate for the corrected solution (u h, h h (rl, Pl) obtained 
after one correction step. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (u h, ~r h, ph ) be a solution to Step 2 for i = O. Then there exists a constant C, 
independent of h, such that 
[[ ~ -~,~[1o + il v ( " -  u'~) [to 
~_ C [Mh 3/2 + M ({iV (,h _ u)iio + II- -"0~1[o) + h-1 [Iv (u h - u)lto ][a - o'oht[o] . 
PROOF. Using the discrete div free space V h, the linear problem in Step 2 may be written in an 
equivalent form: find u h E V h, ph E S h, er h E E h such that 
(~, ~h) + (~_  Kh~/~).h (u0~, ~,  ~) -  2~ (d (.1~), ~h) 
(4.1) 
= --A (ga (ah, Vuh) ,-rh) -- Kh3/2Bh (uh,o-h,-rh) , v - thEE  h, 
(~rh ,d (vh) )+2(1- -a ) (d (uh) ,d (vh) )=( f ,  vh) ,  VvhEV h. (4.2) 
First, note that the exact solution (u, a) satisfies the relation 
((u. v ) . ,  ~h) = B~ (u, . ,  ~), 
since o" is continuous and V-u -- 0. Subtracting (4.1) and (4.2) from (1.6) and (1.7), respectively, 
and rearranging the terms, we have 
(~ - ~,~, h) - 2.  (d ( .  - .1~), ~h) + (~ - Kh ~/~ ) [((u. v )~,  ~)  - B ~ (Uo~, ~, ~, ~)] 
= -gh  a/2 [((u. V) o', v h) - B h (Uo,ao,rh)]h h (4.3) 
-~ [(g° (~, Vu),.~) - (9o (~o ~, V -o~) , -~) ] ,  v -  ~ ~ s h, 
(~r - - t rh l ,d (vh) )+2(1-a ) (d (u - -uh) ,d (vh) ) - - (p ,V .vh)=o,  VvhEV h. (4.4) 
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Multiplying (4.4) by 2a and adding to (4.3), we get 
A ((~ - ~ ,  u - u~), (~h, vh)) 
+ (~-  Kh3/2) [,~ (u,~, ~)  - B~ (Uo~, ~,  ~) ]  
(4.5) 
= -Kh  3/~ [((u. V)~, ~h) - B h (,o ~, ~o ~, ~) ]  
-~[ (go(~,Vu) ,~h) - (go(~oLVu0~) ,~) ]+2~(p ,V .v~) ,  V(~h,vh) e~×V ~, 
using the bilinear form defined by (1.12). Let &h E ~-~h be the orthogonM projection of a on T h 
in E, ~h ~ S h the orthogonal projection of p e Lo2(~), and fih e V ~ be defined by 
(v (~-  ~h), Vv ~) = 0, Vv ~ e v ~. (4.~) 
Adding and subtracting fih, &h in (4.5) and using the orthogonality of V .  v h to S h, we have 
A ( (~ - ~ ,  ~ - u~), (~h, v ~)) 
(4.7) 
-K~/~ [((u. V)~, ~)  - B h (Uo ~, ~o ~, ~) ]  
-~  [(~o(~, Vu), ~)  - (go (~o ~, Vu0~), ~) ]  + 2~ (~ - ~ ,  v .  v~)). 
Letting r h -- &h _ erl h and v h = fih _ U h, (4.7) may be written as 
((a" - ~ ,  ~h - u~), (~" - ~ ,  ~ - u~)) + (~ - ~/~)  B~ (Uo~, ~ h - ~ ,~h - ~)  
= -A  ( (~ - a ~, u - ~) ,  (~  - ~,  ~ - u~) )  
- (~-  K~/~)  [,~ (u -  Uo~, ~,  ~ h -~)  + B~ (.o~, ~ - ~ ,  ~"  -~) ]  
_A[(ga(o.,V(u_uho)),5.h_o.h)+(ga(o. o .h,V(uh_u)) ,5.h_trh ) (4.8) 
+ (go (~ - ,~o ~, Vu) , ,~  - ~) ]  
-~h~/~ [B ~ (u -  Uo~, ~, ~ ~ -~)  + B h (u0~, ~ -~0~,~ -~) ]  
+2o~ (p_/sh,  V .  ( f ih -  uh)) . 
To prove the theorem, we will get a bound for the right-hand side of (4.8) in terms of h, IIV(fi h - 
ulh)llo, and [l& h - ¢r~llo. For simplicity we assume that h < 1 throughout his proof. 
(i) A term: Using the definition of A, (2.22), (2.23), and Young's inequality, we have 
where el, 
A ((,, - ~h, u - ~'~), (~-h _ "L  ,:,h _ u~)) 
~< II'~ - ~hl lo  tl '~'~ - ~11o ÷ 2~I Iv  (u  - ~h)IIo I1,~ ~ - '~11o 
+ 2~ I1" - ~'hllo IIv (,~h _ u~)llo + 4,~(1 - ~)tlV (u - ,~h)IIo [Iv (,:,'~ - u~) IIo 
i (2~) 2 
< 4e---~ ]l°" - ~rhll~ ÷ ~1 II ~-h - o-~11~o ÷ ~ IIv (u - ~h)ll~ ÷ ~2 II ~-h - ,,-~11~ 
(2~) 2 (4a(1 - c~)) 2 
h 2 + ~, IIv (,~h _,11)11o 
-- ~+~ I Io -~h l l~+ ~+ --  t lV(u-,~h)l l~ 
e4 
h 2 h 2 
÷ (el ÷ E2)I lo "h -- t:lr 1HO ÷ (E3 ÷ ~4)HV ( '~lh -- Ul) I I  0 
_<C1M 2 1 +- -+- -+ __ ha 
£3 £2 £4 
h 2 h 2 + (~ + ~2)II ah - "~ Iio + (¢~ + ~) i l v  (,:,h _ u~) IIo, 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are positive constants. 
(4.9) 
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(ii) A - Kh 3/2 term: First, note that 
/dr - t - - -dr - ,7"h-)h,u_uh =0 , vT'h E ~'] h, 
since, by continuity, the jump of dr across any element boundary is zero. Then we obtain the 
following bound of the first B h term using the definition of B h, the embedding of H 1 in L 4, 
H 2 in L °°, W 2'2 in W 1'4, and Poincar~-Friedrichs inequality [17]: 
~h (u - u~, dr,~ h - dr,~) 
< c~ [11,-, - uo~ llo,,, llvdrlto,4 I1~" - ,,~11o + IIv (u - uo~)IIo It,,-It~ It~" - dr," Iio] 
(4.10) 
_< c3 IIv (~ - ~0~)110 IIdrii~ II ~ - dr,~ll0 
<_ C3MIIV (u- uo~)tlo II ~-h - dr~llo. 
To bound the next B h term we use equation (2.6). 
B~ (u0~, dr - ~",  ~h _ dry) 
-h 1 = - ((uo~- v)  (~  - d rb ,dr -  dr )~ - ~ ( (v .  uo~) ( ,~ - drb ,d r -  ~b (4.~,) 
+ ((dr - ,~")- ,  (~" - ,,,")- - (~" - drb + },,,uo~ ' 
Since V .u  = 0, the second term in (4.11) can be written as (1/2)(V. (u h - u) (&h _ drh), dr --8h) 
and, using (2.17), and (2.23), 
(v .  (uo ~ - ,.,) (~" - dr,"),dr - ~-") < c ,  I Iv  (uo ~ - ,-,)I1o I1~" - dr,"lloo Ildr - ~"11o 2 
<_ c~ IIv (uo ~ - u)llo (h- '  il~" -dr,"llo)Ildr - ~"11o (4.12) 
<_ CoMh IIv (uo ~ - u)llo il~" - drello. 
For the first term in (4.11), let fl be the P1 continuous interpolate of u on V h. Then 
Iluo ~ - ,:,11o.~ -< c~ I Iv  (uo ~ - ,:,) Iio -< c~ ( l l v  (uo ~ - u)l lo + i lv  (u - ,:,) tto) 
< c~ (l lv (,.,o ~- ,-,) Iio + Mh). (4.13) 
Since V (&h _ ah) is P0 on each K, (ft. V) (bh _ drh) is P1. And, since bh is the orthogonal 
projection of dr on T h in ]E, 
( (a .  V) (~h -- dr,~),dr -- ~h)h = 0. (4.14) 
Hence, by (2.18), (2.23), (4.13), and (4.14), 
-h  ((uo ~ . v ) ( ,~-  dry) ,d r -  dr )~ = (((Uo~- ,:,). v ) ( ,~  - dr,~), d r -  e,~)~ 
_< c9 Iluo~ - ,:,11o,~ l lv (~h - o-b IIo,~,h Ildr - ,~"11o (4 .15)  
_ C,o ( l lv (-o" - u)llo + Mh) (h-~/~ I1~" -"~t lo) I ldr  - ~'"1to 
<_ C,1 (Mh 1/2 l lv (uo ~ - '-') Iio + M2h3/2)It &h - dr~llo. 
For the third term in (4.11), we use the following estimate obtained by (2.16), (2.22), and the 
imbedding theorem of W 1'4 in L °°, H 1 in L4: 
Iluo~tlo~ _< l lull~ + I lu -  ,:,"11oo + I1,~" - uo~ Iloo 
___ C12 [M + I1" -  '~"11,,4 + h-'/~ I1':" - "o~ 11o,4] 
<~ CI3 [M + hltull2,4 + h -1/2 (t lv (,:,h _ '-') Iio + IIv (,-,- uo~) tlo)] (4.~6) 
_< cl,, [M + Mh+ Mh~/~ + h-'/~ IIv (u -  Uo~)llo] 
< C ,  [3M + h-1/~ IfV (u -  Uo~) IIo]. 
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Us]ing (2.24) and (4.16), the third term in (4.11) becomes 
( (~-~) - ' (~-  ~1~)- (~-  ~)+)h,uo~ 
< c , ,  [iu0 ~ I1~' II- - ~ Iio,.. ( ( oh - -1~) - - (~  - ,~)  + )h°:  
C16 (3M + h -1/2 Ilv (u - uo~)IIo) ~/~ 
• Mh,3~2 ( (~-~) -  - (oh_  ~)+)h , .~  
By (4.12), (4.15), and (4.18), we obtain 
B h (uo~,~ - ~h,o h -~)  < c~ [(Mhl/~ IIV (u-Uo~) I[o + M2h 3/') [[&h _ o.hll0 
÷ ( ,M  ÷ h -I/2 ]]~' (u-uh)llo)I/2Mh3/2((~ h-  ~Th) - - (O h -  o'h)+)h.uh] . 
Therefore, using (4.10) and (4.19), we have 
< 
< 




(u_ (o-uo > iio + " ' "0  II °1 11o 
(iii) A term: Using the imbedding theorem of H 2 in L ~ and (2.17), we have 
A [(go (~, v (u -  -oh)),o h -~)  + (go (~ -~o ~, v (.o ~ - . ) ) ,o  h -~)  
+ (go (~ -~o ~, Vu),o h -~) ]  
__ ~c1~ [N~,itoo IIv (---o~)IIo Iloh-~PIIo + II,,-~o~lfo IIv (uo~--)IIo II~h-,,l~lto~ 
+ I1~ - -o% Ilwll~ I1~ h - ~11o] 
_< ~C2o [It~il2 IIv (u -  Uo~)IIo II ~h - ~11o (4.21> 
+ I1~ - ~o~ Ito IIv (-o ~ - ~)llo ( h-1 floh - -~11o) + I1~ - ~o~ 1to ilull3 fl~ h - ~tlo] 
_< AC2o [M IIv ( . -  Uo~) IIo + M I1~- ~o ~llo + h-X I1~- ~o% IIv (-o ~ - -)Ilo] II ~h -~1to [1 
_< AC2o ~ (MI[V (u -  uoh)llo + M H~- ~ohllo 
+ h-1 tl~ - ~o ~ilo ilv (-o ~ - u)ilo)' + ~ II ~ - ~1 ~ll~ ]. 
(iv) Kh 3/2 term: Using the embedding theorem of H 2 in L °°, W 2'2 in W 1'4, we have that 
B h (u - uo~, ~, ~ ~ - ~)  
< c,~ [11- -o~11o,, ilV"llo,,,h I1~ h - ~11o + IIv (u - Uo~) IIo li~lioo If~ h - ~11o] 
_< c=~ [llv (u -  Uo~)lio 11,,112 ll~ h - ~'~11o] 
< C~Miiv (u -  Uo~)IIo IIoh - ~llo. 
(4.22) 
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For the other B h term in the coefficient of Kh 3/2, we use (2.6), 
B h (uh ,a - -  (rh,& h -- ~r h) = -- ((u0 h '  V) (&h _ ah) ,a_  o.h)h 
1 
-3  ( (v .  uo ~) (~ - .1  ~) , . -~o  ~ ) 
+ ((~ - ~o~) - ' (~  _ ~,.1- _ (~  _ ~)÷) . , .~ .  
(4.23) 
A bound for the first term of (4.23) is obtained by the imbedding theorem, (2.18) and (2.19), 
((.o ~ . v) (~  - . f ) , .  - ~)h  
= (((uo ~ - u )v )  (e~ - .1  ~) , .  - .o~)~ + ((u. v ) (e~ - .~) ,  ~ - .o~)~ 
< c.~ [11.o ~ - -11o,~ IIv (~h - ~)IIo,~,~ il- - ~o~11o 
+lluIl~ IIv (~h _ ~)llo,2,h I1~ -- ~o~ IIo] 
_< c~4 [IIv (-o ~ - -)IIo (h-3/2 ii~h _ -~IIo)II- - -o~I1o 
+ilull~ (h-~ II ~ -~IIo)II" - ~o~lio] 
<_ c~, [h -~/~ IIv (ua - ")IIo II" - ~o~ IIo ÷ Mh-' II~ - "o~IIo] II ~ - "~IIo. 
(4.24) 
The second and third terms in (4.23) are treated in the similar way to (4.12) and (4.18). Replacing 
_ ~h in (4.12) by (r - ah,  we have 
I ( (V 'U  h) (~ rh -- O "h) ,O" -- o'0h) l < C25 h-1 air (u h - u)llo Ito" - o'h]lo it~r h -- o*hII0 . (4.25) 
For the third term, we use (2.20) and (2.23),(2.24) to obtain 
] l~-~o%r , ,  -< I1~- ~hilo,r,, + i] ~h-  ~o~lio,~h 
_< 02° [Mh~'~ + h- ' ,~ II~ ~ - ~o~ilo] 
_< c~7 [Mh3,~ + h-lJ~ (Mh~ + li~ - ~o"lio)] 
_< 027 [2Mh3'2 + h - l~  I1~ - ~o~llo] •
(4.26) 
Now, replacing a - 5r h in (4.17) by a - ao h and using (4.16),(4.26), we get 
( (~ - .o~) - ' (~  _ ~) -  _ (~  _ ~)+ }~,.~ 
_< C~s (3M + h-~/~ fly (uo ~ - ")IIo) ~/~ li~ - "o~ IIo,~ 
(4.2T) 
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Hence, combining (4.22) with (4.24)-(4.27), we obtain 
Kh~/~ [~" (u -  Uo~,,,-, e ' - ,,-,") + B" (Uo~,,,- O-o",,~ - "h i  
<- ~h~/=C3o I(M IIv (u - Uo~) IIo + h-~/~ IIv (uo ~ - u)llo II" - '4'1to 
1 
l 
q-Mh-1 II'~ - "o~ IIo + h- '  IIv (Uo ~ - u)t[o 11,7 - ,,o~ IIo ) I1,~ h - ,,lh IIo 
+ (~- + ~-'.~ iI,~ (u~_ u)llo) ''~ (~. . .  + ~-..~ i1~_ ~o~..o) 
[K=h~ (M ItV (u -  Uo~) IIo + 2h-~/= IIv (Uo ~ -u)l lo I I " -  4'11o + Mh-' I1"- "o~ IIo) = _< Cao [~ 
h 2 
'~"  (~M + ~-1.~ i.~ (uo~- u)llo)(~M..~ + ~-..~ ,1~_ ~o~No) ~ +~ 
,~h~+\  ~ ] +,o( (~-" -o - , " ) - - (~-" -  , ,  /~ ,<.  
(v) 2~ term: Using Korn's inequality and (2.25), 
2~ (p -- ~h, V" (~h -- ulh)) ~ C31 l ip- ~11o I lv (,a h - ubllo 
_< c.~h~ IIv (,:," - ubllo 
h 2 Ca3 h a. 
_< ,1o IIv (,~" - '-',) I1o + ~10 
Using estimates (4.9), (4.20), (4.21), (4.28), (4.29), and 
_ _ rrh~+\ 21 ((,~,, o-,")- - (~.h 8"  (,o~,~ ' '  - o'~,~'" -o 'b  = ~ " /',,-o" ' 
we.. obtain 
(4.29) 
A ( (8 h - a h,fih _ u h),  (sh _ ah,f ih _ ulh)) 
_ _ o.h~ + \2 q- [('~-gh3/2) (1-618~6) 630£9] ( (  ~rh °'lh)- -- ( {~'h- 11 /h,uho 
(1 
<- C1M2 ~ + - -  + - -  + " -  h4 + (~, + ~) I1~" - "~11~ ~3 g2 ~4 
h 2 
+(~ + ~,,)IIv (,a', - Ul) Iio [' +Cl~ (A -  Kh~' )  ~ - - " ,  Iio 
1 (3M + h -1/2 -{-~6"~6 IIV (U- uh) I10) M2h 3] 
[ ~ (M IIv ( -  - -o~) IIo + M l l" - "o~ IIo + h- '  I1" - "o~ IIo IIv (Uo ~ - u)llo) ~ 
+Cao/-~ [/<:h3 (MHv (u -  uo~) IIo + 2h-~/: IIv (uo ~ - u)llo I1" - "o~ IIo + Mh- '  l l" - "o"11o): 
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h 2 K2h3(3M+h-1/2 h ) 2 ] ÷~ II ~ - iT, IIo ÷ ~ IIv (uo ~ - ") IIo) ( 2Mh3/2 + h-1/2 lilt -lTo Iio 
2 C33 h 4. +,xo IIv (~h _ ux)llo + ,lO 
Then, using coercivity of A, we have 
 .oq 
+ [(4~(1 -e l -  ~3 -~,  - ~1o] iiv (~h _ u~) li~ 
_ _ - ah~+\ 2
<_CIM2 1 +- -+- -+ 
~3 ~2 t54 
[ 1 (MI IV(u_  uo~)ll ° + MIl~_lTo~[io + h_llllT_lTo~llollV(uo~_ u)llo)= ]+C2o~ 
[K2h 3 
+C30 L~ (M ItV (u - Uo~) tI0 + 2h -3j~ [IV (Uo ~ - u)llo lilt - lTo~lio + Mh- '  lilt - lTo~llo) ' '~ 
+qT;-~ IIV(uo~-u)llo)(2Mh 3/2÷h-i/2lllT-lTollo +c~- - ,  
elO 
Hence, choosing ei appropriately for i = 1, 2, . . . ,  10 and using (2.7), we have 
h 2 h 2 It ~ 'h -  lTlll0 ÷ [[~ (~h _ Ul)II0 ~ C [M2h 3 ÷ M 2 (l[~ (u -  uoh)ll~ ÷ lilt -lToh[lo )2) 
+ (h -~ IIv (no ~ - u)Jlo lilt - lTo~llo)~] •
Therefore, 
II ~ - lT~flo + II v (fih _ u~) tlo 
< C [Mh 3/2 + M (ll v (Uo h - ~)11o + tilt - lTo~ IIo) + h-~ IIv (Uo ~ - u)llo lilt - lTo~lto], 
and we conclude by (2.22),(2.23) that 
lilt - lT~llo + IIv (u -  u~)llo 
<_ c [Mh ~/~ ÷ M (I[v (Uo ~ - u)llo + lilt - lTo~llo) ÷ h-~ IIv (uo ~ - u) IIo lilt - lTo~llo]. I 
Combining (3.9) with the result of Theorem 4.1, we obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let (u h, h h iT1,Pl) be a solution to Step 2 obtained after one correction step. 
Then, under the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2, there exists a constant C, independent ofh, such that 
II- - -~ l lo  + ilv (u -  u~)llo _< ch 3j2 
REMARK 4.3. The result in Theorem 4.1 can be extended to a solution in the k th correction step 
i l " -  ~ l io  + ii v (u -  u~)l[ o 
<C[Mh 3/2+M(i iv(uh 1-u) l io+l Io ' - lTh_ l l lo  )+h - l l l v (uh_ l -u )  lloNlT-lTh_lll0]. 
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(Uk, O'k, Pk)' Hence, the convergence r sult in Corollary 4.2 is still valid for h h h 
REMARK 4.4. If A is replaced by A - Kh in Step 1 as in [4], we have 
I la -  a0hllo + [Iv (u -  u0h) II0 < Ch. (4.29) 
Hence, the error estimate in Corollary 4.2 is modified to 
I1• - rrhNo + IIV (u -  uh)lI0 < Ch, (4.30) 
w]hich is not the optimal rate shown in [15]. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The goal of this paper was to study a defect correction method for viscoelastiC flows obeying 
the Oldroyd-B constitutive model. The method was analyzed for an error estimate and shown 
to converge. However, to make the method practical, further analytical and numerical studies 
are needed. For example, an effective choice for the constant K in the reduced Weissenberg 
number A - Kh a/2 and a number of correction steps required for better accuracy of corrected 
solution need to be examined. This defect correction method could be applied to ga term in the 
constitutive quation, which is also multiplied by A; in this case, existence of a solution and an 
error estimate can be obtained only under the assumption that the reduced Weissenberg number 
is sufficiently small, since ga term does not have the positivity property (2.7). Details concerning 
the development, analysis, and implementation issues will be addressed in a later paper. 
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APPENDIX  
PROOF OF  THE ERROR EST IMATE IN  LEMMA 3.2  
Let (fi,5.,/~) be a solution of (1.1)-(1.4) with I replaced by t - Kh a/2. Then, from [15], we 
obtain the error estimation 
115. -~o~ I1o + IIv (~-  uo~) IIo -< ch ~/~, 
where C > 0. Note that the solution (fi, ~) satisfies the relation 
(5., , )+  ( I -  Kh  ~/2) ((,~. V) 5.,-) 
+(g ,  (O, V f i ) , r )  - 2~(d( f i ) , r )  =0 ,  Yv e E, (A.2) 
(gr, d(v)) + 2(1 - c~)(d(fi), d(v)) = (f, v), Vv e V. (A.3) 
We will obtain an error estimation for IIV(u - fi)ll0 and Ila - ~110 using (1.10),(1.11) and equa- 
tions (A.2),(A.3). 
Subtracting (A.2) and (A.3) from (1.10) and (1.11), respectively, and using the bilinear form A, 
we have 
A ((~ -- a ,u  -- u) ,  (, ' ,v)) 
+ ( I  - Kh  ~/~) [((u. V)~, ~) - ((a.  V) 5., ~) + (go(~, Vu), ~) - (go (5., W) ,  ~)1 (A.4) 
+Kh 3/2 [((u. V)a,  r)  + (ga(er, Vu), 7-)1 = 0, V (T, v) e E x V. 
Let r = er - 5. and v = u - fi in (A.4). Adding and subtracting 5., fi, and using coercivity of A, 
we obtain 
Ila - 5.tlo 2 + 4c~(1 - o~)IIV (u - fi)1102 + ( I  - Kh3/2)( (u • V) (a  - O') ,a - 5.) 
_< (t-/~h3/~) 1(((~- u). v )a ,~-5 . )  (h.5) 
- (g~ (, , ,  v (~ - a ) ,~  - a )  - (go (~ - a ,  w) ,~ - 5.))1 
+Kh 3/2 l((u" V)a,  a - gr) + (ga(dr, VU) ,  O" - -  a) l .  
We will establish bounds for the terms in the right-hand side of (A.5). Using (3.7) and (3.8), 
I ( ( (a - u ) .  v )  e~, ~ - a ) l  _< II((a - u ) .  v )~11o I1,, - al lo 
-< II a - u l lo ,4 IlVb.llo,4 I1~ - 5.11o 
(A.6) 
<_ CM 2 I IV (a  - u)l lo 115.112 tla - 5.11o 
<_ CM2M l lV (a - u)LIo II~ - e l lo ,  
I(go (~,  V (u  - a ) ) ,  ~ - 5.) + (g~ (~ - 5., Va) ,  ~ - 5.)1 
_< 4 I laV (u - a)l lo I1~ - 5.11o + 4 II(a - 5.) Va[Io I1~ - 5.11o 
< S l la l l~  IIV (u  - a)l lo Ila - 5.11o + 8 I1~ - 5.11o I lVa l l~ I1~ - e l lo (A.7) 
<_ 8CMII,71t2 IIV (u -- a)tlo I1~ -- e l lo + 8CM I1~ -- 5.11o Ilalla l la - e l lo  
<_ 8CMM lIV (u  - f i )Ho [I ~r - d l ]o  -t- 8CMM I1~ - 5.1102, 
and 
Kh 3/2 [B h (u, ~ , , ,  - a )  + (go(~,  Vu) ,  ~, - a )  I 
< Kh 3/2 [[[u[lo,a[[Va[Io, 4 [[0" - 5"1[ 0 + 8110"ll~llVullo 11,7 - 5.llo] 
<- Kh 3/2 [CM2Hu][3]]aH2 + 8CM]luHalla]12] H er - 5.1Jo 
<_ Kh3/2M 2 (CM 2 + 8CM) H O" - -  5.110 • 
(A.8) 
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Now, (A.5) and estimates (A.6)-(A.8) imply that 
ll,- - sJJ0 ~ + 4~(1  - ~) l i v  (u  - ~)rlo ~+ (~ - Kh3/~) ( (u  V) ( .  - ~) ,~ - ~)  
+ Kh3/2M 2 (CM 2 ÷ 8CM) airy -- O'[[0 (A.9) 
-~ (~- ~/ [~,~ + ~ (~ ,,~ ~u_ o~,,~ +~ ,,o _~,,o ~) + ~, ,o  _~,o ~] 
1 - 2 
+ e2K2h3M4 (CM2 "~ 8CM)2 -}- ~2 ll,7 - ~llo. 
Let el = 1/2 and e2 = 1. Since ((u. V)(a - ~) ,a  - ~) = 0 by (2.7) and continuity of er, fir, 
(A.9) implies that 
2 " I lv (u -  ~)ll~ 





M < min{ 3 8a(1 - a) } 
2(~- -  Kh 3/2) (CM 2 ÷ 24CM)' (A-- Kha-~) (-C~ +8CM) ' 
Ila - ~11o 2 + I IV(u - ~)11o ~ _< Ch 3, (A.11) 
C= [(CM2÷SCM)2M4K2]'(min{1-(A-Kh3/2)(CM2M+8CMM+8CMM)14, 
4o/1 o~_ (~_~,~)~+~})  ~ 
2 " 
FinMly, (3.9) follows from (A.1) and (A.11). 
